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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t

NukIea~e Frecheträume

13.9. bis 19.9.1987

The meeting was organized by E. Dubinsky (Purdue Univ.),

R. Meise (Düsseldorf) and D. Vogt (Wuppertal). In 17 lectures

recent results and methods were presented concerning both
general theory of Frechet spaces and their duals and its appli
cations to spaces of differentiable or analytic functions. In
particular the theory of operators in Frechet spaces and its·
applications·to analytical problems, as e.g. existence of
extension operators for C

oo
_ and Gevrey functions, right inverses

for partial differential operators, were studied i~ several
lectures.

23 mathematicians from Austria, Bulgaria, Finland, Poland,
Spain, Turkey, USA and West Germany met in the pleasante atnDsphere at the "Mathematische Forschungsinstitut' oberwolfacl1".

As weIl the lectures as also many fru~tful and intensive dis
cussions stimulated further research in this field.
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Aytuna, A., Krone, J~, Terzioglu, T.

Imbedding a Power Seri~s Space of Infinit-Type

A eontinuous linear map i = Aoo(ß) ~ E is ealled a local'imbedding

if +:here is a eontinuous semi-norm 11 11 on E so 'that

rlxnl = Ixlo ~ lIixll holds for x E Aco(ß). Let Am(a) denote a

nuelear, stable power series spaee of infinite-type.and E a

nuelear Freehet spaee.

Theorem: Suppose there is a loeal imbedding of A (a) into E and ...

E is isomorphie to a subspaee of A (a)~. Then E ~as a eomple-
00

mented subspace whieh is isomorphie to Aoo(a).

Immediately from the above result, we get an improved version

of the deeomposition method of Vogt.

Corollarv: If there is a Ioeal imbedding of Aco(a) into E and

E is isomorphie to a eomplemented subspaee of Aoo(a), then E is

isomorphie to Aco(a) itself.

For aStein manifold M, where dirn M=d, the spaee of funetions

D(M) analytie on M we have a loeal imbedding of A
m
(jl/d) ~ O(~d)

into D(M). Henee we obtain.

Corollary: D(M) is isomorphie to D(~d)<=>O(M) has property (DN).

Suppose E satisfies (W) and (Q) and· further its diametral

dimension satisfies ß(E) C ß(Äco(ß)). Then one proves that there

exists a loeal imbedding of Am(ß) into E. Using this we obtain

the tollowing results.

Theorem: Let E have (DN), (Q) and let 6(E) = ~(Am(a)).

Then E = Am(a) $ F tor some quotient spaee F of Am(a).

Dur ,improved ,version of the deeomposition method yields.

Theorem: Let E have (DN),(Q) and suppose 6(ExE) = 6(E). Then

E is isomorphie to some Am(n).

..
So this solves a problem posed by PeIczynski in the ease of

a eomplemented subspaee E of s, provided its diametral dimension
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is stable; namely E has a basis. Under the assumption that

E itself is stable this was also solved by Wagner.

For a c~mplete Reinhardt domain D C ~d we can determine exactly

when ~(O(~d» = 6(0(0» so that the above theorem is applicable.

As even the simple example of O(~ x td shows O(D) ean have the

same diametral dimension as O(~d), so that the conclusion of

the theorem foilows, without being isomorphie to O(~d), d ~ 2.

However for G c ~, from ~(O(G» = ß(O(~» we can get that O(G)

i~ isomorphie to O(~).

Bierstedt, K.O., Bonet, J.

Density conditions in Frechet and (DF)-spaces

In (Math. Naehr. 118 (1984), 285-315), S. Heinrich introduced

his "density condition" (OC) for locally convex (l.e.) spaces.

In our article (Math. Nachr., to appear; also see C.R.Acad.Sci.

Paris 303 (1986), 459-462), we proved that a metrizable l.c.

space E satisfies (DC) jf and only if the bbunded subsets of

the strong dual Eh are metdzable and that this holds if and only

if ll(E) is distinguished (i.e., loo(Eb) = .(ll(E»h is barrelled/

bo!nologieal). In ~his eontext, we then characterized the

echelon spaces ~ = A (A) of order p, l~p<m or p=O, with (Oe). p p
by the condition (D) (not depending on p) on the Köthe matrix A.

Since Al is distinguished if and only if it satisfies (DC), this

clearly implied a eomplete characterization of the elass of the

distinguished echelon spaces Al (of order 1). (One direetion

of the equivalence had previously been obtained in joint work

of K.D.Bierstedt and R. Meise). Finally, a eharacterization

of the distinguished echelon spaces AI(E)=AI(A;E)=A1 0TIE with

values in a Frechet space E eould also be derived.

We are now studying a dual type of density condition; from

a certain. point of view, .these investigations generalize our

previous treatment from the case of the strong duals of Frechet

spaces to the setting of (DF)-spaces. In this setting, we

actually get two (different) "dual'density conditions" (DDe)

and (SDDC) and obtain analogs of the former results (but with

additional complications). E.g., a (DF)-space E satisfies (DDC)

(resp., (SODC» if and only if 1 (E) 1s quasibarrelled (resp.,
. 00
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bornological), and (DDe) holds for E if and only if the bounded

subsets of E are metrizable. For a locally complete (DF)-space

E and an echelon space Al' we characterize when the (DF)-space

jb(Al,E) is barrelIed. (This characterization exhibits' a dicho

tomy involving (DDe) and is more complicated than the one·for

the topological subspace (Al)b ~E E of ~(Al,E) where (DDG) i~

not needed and where it is possible to treat the bornological

case as weIl.) Finaly, the present generality also allows to

consider weighted inductive limits VC(X) and their projective

.hulls CV(X) (generalizations of the co-echelon spaces to the

setting cf spaces of continuous functions). •
Bonet, J.

Whitney's extension theorem for ultradifferentiable functions

of Roumieu type

Whitney's extension theorem for classes t{w}(Rn ) of ultra
differentiable functions of Roumieu type is considered. The

following result, obtained in joint work with Meise and Taylor

will be presented. Let w be a weight f~nction. The following

conditions are equivalent.

(i) for each (sorne) n E ~ and each (same) compact convex set
.nOn r

K in lR with K #- f/J, the restrietion map P k [{w}(JR) -+ 't.{w}(K)
is surjective.

•for all y > O.Cw(y)+C(iii)

(ii) for each (sorne) n E JN the Borel map Bn : t{w}(JRn) -+ ({w} {O},

B (f) := (f(a)(O» is surjective.
n Cl E ]Nn

o

Braun, R.W.

Structure of closed ideals in weighted algebras of entire

functions

and

For a radial weight function p : ~ -+ [0,00) satisfying p(2z) =

O(p(z», we consider the Hörmander algebras:

Ap {fEH(~): there is C>O: sup If(z) I exp(-Cp(z» < oo}
ZED:

A~ = {fEH(~) : for all E>O: sup If(z) I exp(-Ep(Z» < oo}.
ze:a:

It is known that there are many algebras of this type which
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contain closed ideals that are not principal. However, we.

prove:
Theorem: All closed ideals in Ap resp. A~ are generated by
at most two elements.

For the proof, we use an induction process in the spirit of

the Boutraux-Cartan lemma.

From that we decuce, using the existence of a continuous

linear right inverse due to Meise, resp. a basis theorem of

Krone:

Theorem: Assume Ap = AR(a)b resp. A~ = Aoo(n) tor some sequence
a, then each closed non-trivial ideal in Ap resp. in AO is

.p
isomorphie to the algebra itself.

Dieralf, S. (joint work together with J .. Banet)

On LB-spaces of Moscatelli-tyPe

In 198Q V.B. Moscatelli ~ntroduced the following concept of
eonstrueting LB-spaees.

Let (L, 11' 11) be anormal Banach sequence spaee, and let (Xk)k EJN
( Yk) kEJN be two sequenees of Banach spaces sueh that Y'

k
is

norm-decreasingly included in Xk for all hEJN. Under a very

general hypothesis on (L, 11°11 ), the spaee En := L«~Jk<n'

(Yk)k~n) of veetor-valued sequences is a Banach space. En is

continuously included in En+1 ; thus we may form the inductive'

limit E := ind En , whieh we will call an LB-spaee of Moseatelli
n~Q)

~ These LB-spaces have turned out to be a useful tool for the
construetion of several eounterexamples
i) .there exist twisted Freehet spaees (Moscatelli 1980);
ii) tor an LB-space E the space 100 (E) need not be quasi-

barrelled (S.D. 1983);

iii) the bidual of a Frechet spaee with a continuous norm need

not have a eontinuous norm (Moscatelli, S.D. 1985);

iv) the bidual of astriet LF-space need not be an 'LF-space
(Bonet, S.D. 1987).
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Thus the study of the structure of LB-spaces of Moscatelli

type seems worth while. Gur investigations led to the

following results.

•E is a regular LB-space

There is mEJN and p > 0 such that Bk Xk c p Bk

for all k~m

E is a retractive LB-spacei

There is mE~ such that E = ind Em+n is
n-+co

i)

ii)

i)

ii)

a strict LB-spacei

iii) There is mE:N such that ~k. is a topological
subspace of Xk for all ~m .,

Let Bk denote the closed unit ball of Yk (kEJN).

1 Tfae

.f. Tfae

1 Assume that the subspace of all finite sequences is dense in

(L,1l 11). Then E is locally dense in its completion, in particular,

E is then regular if and only if E is complete.

i If (L,II 11) = (1
00

,11 11
(0

), then E is regular if and only if. E

is complete.

In the general case it remains open, whether the regularity of

E implies its completeness.

Djakov, P.

Linear operators, connected with the Hermite's interpolation

problem in a:,n

•
Let V be an algebraic variety in a:n and let H(a:n ) and H(V) be

the spaceS of entire functions on a:n and holomorphic functions

on V. If L is a first order linear differential operator with

po1ynomial coefficients we put for any K = 1,2, ... T'K(F) =
~ n K+1 .

(Fl v ' LFl v ' ... ' L Fl v )' T K : H(a: ) -+ H(V) , and cons~der the
following Hermite's interpolation problem: For any admissable set

of data (fo, ... ,f
K

) E XK = Im(TKl find an entire function F,

such that T.K(,F) = (fo, ... ,f
K
). It is proved, that for any

K = 1,2, ••. there exists a linear continuous operator SK : X
K

-+ H(a:n ),

which is a right inverse to TK • The same operators SK' K = 1,2, ... ,
solve the Hermits's interpolation problem if we consider instead

of H(a:n ) and H(V) some weight algebras, defined by a radial weight

function (satsfying some technical conditions).

All results here are obtained in a joint work with M. Mitreva.
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Haslinger, F.

Some properties of spaces of entire functions with nonradial

weights

~,

-2p
.- Jl f l2 e m dA < m} and

Cl:n
t:fp

Let P = (Pm)m=l be a .decreasing sequence of continuqus weight
functions and suppose the funetion exp(2Pl) is loeally integrable.

Let

H~= {f: crn ~ er: ent-ire: 11 fU ~

n H2
m=l m

We eonsider the following 3 problems:

(a) representation of the dual space of

(b) existence of bases in ~,

(c) convolution operators on (F' .. p

The emphasis ~ies on a nonradial growth behavior of the weight

functions, such as for instance

(i) Pm(z) = r m( Ixl
a

+ IYI ß
), rm>O, rm~ 1 0 , ß > 1 or

(ii) .Pm(z) ~ r m [(loglzl)o + lylß] = vm(z)+um(y), rm>O, rm~ ,a,ß>l.

Mainly by means of Hörmander's L2-estimates it can be shown that

the dual spaees sr' are topologieally isomorphie top

(i) r: * = U Gm' where Gm = {F:CCn~ ~ entire: IIFI; := supIF(W) I
~p m=l w

-pt (w)
e m < co}

*and p (w)=sup {Re(z w) - Pm(z)} in the first case and
m z

(ii) r: = U Gm' where Gm
Op* m=l

co n *{gEC (lR ): 11 gllm := sup

t ElR
n

n
kE Zl+

{Izl
k e-Vm(Z)}

and b k = sup in the second case (cornmon work with
m z

M. Smejkal).

Using the properties (DN) and (Q), a theorem of Henkin-Mityagin-

Vogt and the respresentation of the dual spaces one can now prove
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that the spaces g--, where Pm(z)=r p(z), r .I r > 0, have ap m mV 00

basis and are in fact isomorphie to power series spaees of

finite type. Some of these results can also be found in arecent

work of M. Langenbruch. On the other hand it can be shown that
the monomials' {zk} do not constitute a basis in f, if the

p
weights are nonradial, it means that the Taylor series expansion

does not converge in the topology of 0fp .

Final~y we consider convolution operators J; : ~ ~ ~' whe~e

T E qp' T +0, UT(f) = T * f, (T * f)(z) = T(f(z+·», f E ~p

and diseuss the surjectivity of orT. Using again the duality

a necessary condition for surjectivity is derived with the help •

of which one can easily find examples of nonsurjective convolution

operators in the nonradial case.

Krone, J.

Partial differential operators in spaces of entire functions

P.D.O.s with constant coefficients are surjective on the spaces

of entire functions and admit a continuous, linear right inverse.
In fact, here every non-characteristic Cauchy problem has a'

solution (cf. Treves (1966». We introduce a modification of

Treves' approach, which leads to an improved estimate for
Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem. The domain where a given Cauchy

problem has a solution can be estimated in terms of the prin
cipal part only. Hence we obtain the above stated results

assuming only that the principal part has constant coefficients .

In case that also the principal part is variable, we give examples
both with and without ~properties.

Langenbruch, M.

Solution operators for partial differential eguations in

weighted Gevrey spaces

Let V be a weight function defined by V(x) := L V. (x.),
Ix . I i ~M 1. 1.

where V.(x.) j1. V1.. (T)dT for some vJ.. E C(~) increasing to
1.- 1. 0

For 6 = (6 i ) > 1 let

•
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rO(!v) := {fECCD(lRN) 13n '=1: sup
x,k

+
J4;(k) (x) e( -1+1/n)V(x)1
!:. < CD }:

n° k kOk

f(k)<.X) e-·(1+1/n)V(x) I< oo}.

The following result is proved by Ehrenpreis' prineiple and an

application of the splitting theory of D. Vogt for exact

.~s of power series spaces of finite type:
o. .' 1 -1 .

Theorem: Let v
1
. = ~CV. 1) and V. 0 v.- (2t) ~ CV. 0 v

1
. (t).

111 1

Then any partial differential operator P(D) with constant
coefficients has a tarne right inverse in pO (-V) and pO(V)b .

This may be used to show the following improvement of earlier

results of F. Haslinger and the author:

Corollary: Let PCD) be hypoelliptic and V as above.

Let C~(V) := {fECoo(lRN)1 Vn ~1: sup
x

Ikl~n

a) Ker P n C~CV) is tarnely isomorphie to AoCa) for some a .
b) PCD) has a continuous linear right inverse in CiCV).

Meise, R. (reporting on joint work with B.A. Taylor)

Continuous linear extension operators for ultradifferentiable
functions.

Let twC lRN) denote the ultradifferentiable functions in the

sense of Beurling and let ~w(K) denote the Whitney functions
in this class on a compact set K in ~N. Then the restrietion

map P
K

. : tw(lRN) -+ t. (K) is surjective for all compact convex
N 0 w

sets K c ~ with K :F (/) (resp. K ={ 0 } ) if and only if w satis-
fies ("') 3 C 0':1 Vy >0 : j W(}tl dt;:;; C w(y) + c. .

1 t

In the lecture the following theorems were presented and an

outline of their proof was given:

Theorem A. Let w satisfy (*). Then p{o} : 'fw(~N)-+ fw({O.})

admits a continuous linear right inverse if and only if w satisfies
(:> Vc >1 ja < ö < 1, R

o
> a 'tR >Ro : W -1(CR>w-1(6R)~ (w- 1 (R»·2.

Theorem B. Let w sa~isfy (*). Then for each bounded open set

G C lRN, G # 0, wi.th real-analytic boundary, the map
p- E (~N) -+ f (G) admits a continuous linear right inverse.

G w w
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Nyberg, K.

A Ramsey type theorem and applications

Ed Dubinsky proved (1982) that a nuclear Frechet space with

a 2-FDD has a complemented basic sequence. The question whether

this result can be generalized to the case of p-FDD er arbitrary

FDD has turned out to be difficult. In the hope of being able to

shed seme light on this problem Timo Ketonen has given a new preef

of Dubinsky's result. In this proof all the combinaterics and

numerous selections of subsequences are treated in an efficient ~

way by a combinatorial theorem of Ramsey type.

Petzsehe, H.J .

. Ultra-differentiable functions: Extension and seguence space
representation

The aim of the talk was to give conditions on a sequence ~Mp)p~O

which "are necessary and sufficient for the solutions of the

following problems in the classes of ultra-differentiable functions

defined by (Mp)p~O:

(1) Extension from points or intervals

(2j Existance of linear continuous operators which provide

extensions from points or intervals

( 3) Isomorphisms from SM . (I) and 2JM (I) onto power series spaces
or their duals. P P

Ramanu.jan, M.S.

Tensor stable operator ideals

~ quasi-Banach operator ideal [g,~]. is said to be a-stable (a,a

tensor norm) if S E A(E,G), T Efl(F ,H) 9- S ~ TE oR(E i F, G i H);
a a a

then A( S~a T) ~ a A(S)A(T)for same a. It is shown that E'0
a

F'"

space.JJ for CX)-diml E,F provided (i) a is injective and lCX) tt space
~max or (ii) a is projective and 1

1
i space ,;max . So, for non-

proper, maximal [ ,J} ,A], a -stability =} ~(X)' ,4 if a is injective

and N1 ~ .1/ if" a is projective. Also we obtain same general

hereditary properties on stability viz., if [1A9,A] is a-'stable

~
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then so are [.ßin j , Ainj ] if a is injeetive,[~sur, Asur ] if a is

projeetive, [~min, Amin] ete. These allow a complete characteri-

zation ~f exactly which of the ideals ~p,q and Ji p,q are (are
not) [ orlT-stable. As applications, it is shown (i) S, Tfß,

~= ~. or (po ~ A(S ; T) = A(S)A(T) whieh is an ext~nsion on
r r E

the equation for projection eonstants;
(ii) For S E () , T E gP-rua1 one has Horn ( S,T) E () and

r 1 1 r

(iii) P
2

(S) ~ n ~r Pr(S) for S c ~(E,F), dirn E=n, 2~r~oo.
This last inequality is due to D. Lewis.

(Work done jointly with B.Carl and A. Defant)

Taskinen, J.

"Probleme des topalogies" of Grothendieck in some classes of

Frechet spaces

We say that a Freehet-spaee is an (FBa)- (resp. (FBB)-) spaee

if E ~ F has a form of property (BB) (author's definition) for
11

all Banach (resp. Frechet) spaces. Examples of non-(FBa)-spaces

are constructed in author's thesis.

It can be shown that for two separable (FBa)-spaees E,F with

suitable approximation properties E ~lT F has property (BB). The

following spaces belong to (FBa)-class:

- Banaeh spaees,
- Frechet-Schwartz spaces, if the Ioeal Banach

spaees have the B.A.P.,

- certain generalized Köthe seq4ence spaees,

- spaees of the type C( :IR) •

Also hilbertizable spaces have a property very elose to (FBa)
property.

It ean be shown that Banaeh-(FBB) spaees are exaetly ~l-spaces.

This result has also generaliza~ions to other Freehet spaces.
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Taylor, B.A. (reporting on joint work with R. Meise and D. Vogt)

Right inverses for partial differential operators

Let P(D): Coo(mn ) ~ Coo(mn ) be a constant coefficient partial

differential operator. We discuss the problem of L. Schwartz, of

determining when there i5 a continuous linear right inverse for

P(D) on c
oo

, i.e. when does there exist a continuous linear
map R : Coo(m,n) ~ Coo(m,n) such that P(D)Rf=f for all f E C

OO

(]Rn)?

For example, if P(D) is hyperbolic, then R exists. If P(D)

1s elliptic, hypoelliptic, or parabolic, then no right inverse ~

exists.

Theorem: The following are equivalent:
(1) P(D) has a right inverse on Coo(En )

(2) P(D) has a right inverse onlJ' (lRn )

(3) P(D). has fundamental solutions with "big holes" in the support,

i.e. for each r > 0, there exists R > 0 such that for all

Xo E lR
n with I X o I > R, there existsa fundamental solution

E E :J' ( lR
n ) wi th no support in {I x-xo I~ y }

'(4) for each r > 0, there exists R > 0 such that for every u E: C
OO

which is a solution PCD)u(x)=O in lxi ~ R, there exists
v E C

OO

such that P(D).v(x)=O for all x. E JRn and u=v on I x I ~ r.
(5) same as (4), with C

OO

replaced by ~I

Fur~re these are all equivalent to the following Phragmen
Lindelöf 'type inequality on the variety V {z Eg:n : P(z)=o}:

For all r>O, there exists R>O such that for all p>R, there exists

A,B>O such that if f 1s entire, then

i) loglf(z)1 ~ rlIm zl + O(log(~+lz.l>,z E a:n J~
-/ 11i)

11) loglf(z)1 S plIm zl ,z E V

iii) loglf(z)( ~ RIIm zl +Allog«(Hz(> + B, z E V •

The last equivalence can be used to prove that the ultrahyperbolic
a2 a2 a2 a2 has a right inverse (follows

operator -----2 + ----2 - ----2 - ----2
dX1 aX2 aX3 aX4

on a proof of Hörmander).

Also, if n=2, P(D) has a right inverse4=)P(D) is a product" of
hyperbolic operators.
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Tidten, M.

Cantor-like sets without the extension property

A compact subset K of IR
n is said to have the extension

property (EP) iff there exists an extension operator from the

space (K) of all infinite Whitney-fields into the space Cm(~n)

of all cm-functions on IRn.-As.had been shown earlier EP is equi

valent to the property DN of t(K). In mariy examples the sets.

with EP are singled out by the property of perfectness of some

type k which means the following notion: there exist positive

constants C and o'such that each point x of K is the limit of

a sequence (x j ) in K satisfying Ix1-xl>o an~ IX j - xlk~
Clx j +1 - xl for each j in ~. This property is shared by each

compact set in ~ with EP whereas the converse statement is

true at least for k=l. That the converse is not true in general

can be shown by the following family of compact sets

K = {x= j~l f j 0j Itj = 0 or f j = I} , 0j = exp(-C1 j-C2k
j

)

with k~l, cl~O and c2~1. Setting k=l K is the Cantor-set if cl
and c 2 are chosen ~uitablY. These sets Kare perfect of type k,

respectively, and if k>2 they have not EP, which can be shown

by the sequence of polynomials f N defined as follows

fN(x) = ,. J (x-a)n; r = {XsKI t. = 0 for j>N}.
aSfN-{O} N J

With n sufficiently large this sequence makes possible

a contradiction to the property DN of t(K).

e Vogt,D.

Interpolation of nuclear operators and a splitting theorem

The following theorem was presented:

Theorem: Let 0 ~ F ~ G ~ E ~ 0 be an exact sequence of Frechet

Hilbert-spaces, F s (0), E s (DN), then it splits.

In the nuclear case this was proved by Vogt and Wagner. The proof

of the present version reduces the basic decomposition lemma

by duality to an interpolation estimate for the nuclear norms

of finite matrices. This implies on the other hand interpolation

results for nuclear operators.

Berichterstatter: J. Krone
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